Communicate to inspire
One of the biggest challenges in the work environment today is for managers and leaders to create
teams that perform, are aligned to the organisation and committed to their roles. It is an intrinsic part of
being a successful leader that you communicate well with teams. The Communicating to Inspire
workshop gives managers the confidence to use tools and practiced techniques that will enable them
to communicate more effectively with their team. It considers the need to communicate effectively in
groups as well as the things that make a difference on a one on one basis. Managers will come away
from the workshop energised and ready to Communicate to Inspire.

Who should participate
•
•
•
•

Managers and team leaders that want to reach new
heights of team performance
Business owners who have people to manage
Executive who want to have a voice with their peers
and leaders
Newly promoted managers who are recognising the
need to influence different people in different ways

Learning outcomes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Techniques to use to communicate effectively in both groups
and one on one situations
Understanding how to recognise and use different
communication styles
How to adapt your style for more effect
How to build trust and be authentic
How to communicate in a way that inspires
How to involve the team in discussion

The lasting difference
•
•
•
•
•

Increased personal and team success
Aligned and performing teams
Increased skill to communicate in different ways
An ongoing awareness of your own communication style
More thought and time given to preparing the important
communications

If you manage teams and
recognise that your communication
makes a difference to the teams’
performance, contact Kandula to
learn new techniques to
communicate.
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